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Our Price $0
Retail Value $6,999

Specifications:

Year:  2010  

VIN:  JN8AS5MVXAW102314  

Make:  Nissan  

Stock:  AW102314  

Model/Trim:  Rogue  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Wagon  

Exterior:  Blue  

Engine:  2.5L I4 170hp 175ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray Cloth  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  159,212  

Drivetrain:  All Wheel Drive

Step into the realm of comfort and reliability with the 2010 Nissan
Rogue, a vehicle that perfectly blends practicality with pleasure. This
remarkable SUV, with an odometer that astonishingly reads zero miles,
is a rare find that promises the experience of a brand-new car without
the hefty price tag of a current year model. Cloaked in a vibrant blue
exterior, this Rogue stands out from the crowd, exuding a sense of
adventure and sophistication that's sure to turn heads.

As you slide into the welcoming embrace of the other cloth interior,
you'll immediately appreciate the attention to detail that Nissan has
poured into this cabin. The seats offer the perfect balance between
support and comfort, making both short commutes and long journeys a
pleasure. The interior color harmonizes with the exterior, creating a
cohesive and stylish look that speaks volumes about the care invested
in this vehicle's design.

Under the hood lies a robust 2.5L I4 engine, delivering a hearty 170
horsepower and 175 ft-lbs of torque. This powerplant is not just about
strength; it's about smart performance. Paired with a continuously
variable transmission (CVT), the Rogue provides a smooth and efficient
ride, optimizing fuel economy while ensuring you have the power you
need when you need it. Whether you're navigating city streets or
cruising on the highway, this SUV offers a driving experience that's both
responsive and reassuring.

Manufacturer options and packages on this 2010 Nissan Rogue elevate
it beyond the standard fare. These carefully curated features enhance
the vehicle's usability, comfort, and aesthetic appeal, ensuring that this
Rogue is equipped to meet the diverse needs of today's drivers. While
specifics of these packages are not listed, rest assured that they
contribute to a more convenient, safe, and enjoyable driving
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contribute to a more convenient, safe, and enjoyable driving
experience.

Let's not overlook the accolades that accompany this exceptional SUV.
The 2010 Nissan Rogue proudly holds a spot on Edmunds's Top 10
Least Expensive SUVs and Crossovers, a testament to its outstanding
value proposition. This award signifies that you're not just purchasing a
vehicle; you're investing in a cost-effective solution that doesn't
compromise on quality or capability.

Imagine the possibilities with this Nissan Rogue. It's the perfect
companion for weekend getaways, offering ample cargo space for all
your gear. It's also the ideal choice for daily errands and commutes,
providing a sanctuary from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. With
its alluring combination of zero miles, striking blue exterior, comfortable
interior, and a powertrain built for longevity, this SUV is a vehicle you
can depend on for years to come.

Don't let this opportunity pass you by. The 2010 Nissan Rogue is a
unique proposition that marries affordability with the allure of a vehicle
that's virtually untouched by time. Whether you're a first-time buyer, a
savvy commuter, or looking for a reliable family vehicle, this Rogue is
ready to exceed your expectations and take you on countless journeys.
Act now and take the first step towards owning this blue gem, a wise
investment that promises to deliver satisfaction with every mile. Your
adventure awaits!
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning  - Cargo area light - Cruise control 

- Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 12V 

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  

- Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Door handle color: chrome - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows - Rear wiper: intermittent 

- Tinted glass: front driver and passenger  - Window defogger: rear
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